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Digital-design powerhouse 
CloudRaker is changing the 
pharma marketing game

Montreal-based agency leverages digital design capabilities to 
transform the way patients, practitioners, and pharma connect 

Thane Calder is obsessed with doing meaningful work. It’s in his 
DNA — and he’s built digital design firm CloudRaker accordingly. 
“You can’t just talk,” he says. “You gotta’ do.” 

Founded in 2000, that brand proposition comes through loud and clear across CloudRaker’s 
channels. It’s a company and a culture that leads with you, not them.

At first click, CloudRaker’s landing page welcomes visitors to the world of ‘meaningful 
commerce’ with a plain-talking mission statement grounded in putting humans at the heart of design. From 
timely podcasts and points of view to an open source link sharing their own work-from-home office plan: 
they offer up a wealth of valuable content before any kind of sales pitch or service offering. You might get the 
sense CloudRaker’s burying the lead of what exactly they do. In fact, they’re getting it just right: leading by 
example to put users first in everything they create.

It’s that disruptive approach to marketing and design that’s fueled CloudRaker’s cross-sector success since 
setting up shop in the earliest days of the dot com era. In 2017, they expanded into the pharma space, where 
they’ve been translating human-centred design expertise into transformative results across the industry ever since.  

“Patients have changed,” Calder says. “The world’s changed. And we need to change, too.”
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Applying digital 
capabilities against 
healthcare’s 
changing reality
Consumers were shifting towards 
digital tools, online shopping, and 
virtual connections well before 
the global pandemic took hold. 
In the last year, those trends 
have taken on a remarkable 
pace. From one day to the next, 
a doctor’s ability to sit with a patient, or attend in-person continuing health education, came to a grinding halt. 

As the physical disconnects among us forced those interactions into the virtual world, more Canadians not only 
embraced the change, but showed real enthusiasm for it. By last summer, the Canadian Medical Association found 
those who connected with their doctor virtually during COVID-19 reported a 91% satisfaction rate. That’s 17-points 
higher than in-person emergency room visits. The real stand-out? Some 46% of Canadians who have used virtual 
care since the outbreak began now prefer a virtual first point of contact with their doctor.

That’s both a sign of the times, and a clear opportunity for healthcare and pharma companies to evolve 
the way they connect with stakeholders to better meet those changing needs and preferences.  Addressing that 
evolution is right in CloudRaker’s wheelhouse. 

They’re built specifically to help companies embrace the customer or patient journey, understand the per-
sonas they’re targeting, and develop bespoke approaches that are as targeted as they are measurable.

“It’s never been a connected journey [in pharma],” explains Joyce Thuss, CloudRaker Executive Director 
who leads the firm’s pharma practice group. “We’re really leveraging the power of data science to understand 
what content is really impactful, making sure it’s relevant, and driving them through that conversion funnel.”

What does that look like in practice? Mining the data to under-
stand more about every stakeholder a pharma company is trying 
to reach. Then, reverse engineering campaigns and programs not 
to what a company hopes to sell, but what a patient wants (and 
needs) to buy. 

“Over the last 10 years, pharma has started using big data to 
inform big decisions. Back then, we were developing campaigns and 
then looking at the metrics and KPIs to inform future campaigns,” 
Thuss says. “Now, it’s a do-and-learn approach. We’re assessing 
the data on the fly… where to invest more in the campaign, what 
we optimize, what we remove, to ensure the campaign is as im-
pactful as possible.”

Compelling creative + solid data = 
endless possibilities
That’s a powerful proposition for any pharma business looking 
to connect with patients and practitioners in ways that will work 
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in our next normal. Still, CloudRaker makes the real magic happen by 
combining the power of the data with a storytelling approach that’s less 
didactic, and much more focused on helping clients recognize themselves 
in the dialogue. 

Staying true to its digital routes, Thuss says CloudRaker leverages 
its innate ability to engage audiences with the right message, the right 
channel, and creative that holds a whole lot of stopping power. “You 
still want to put creative out there that gets a goosebump,” Calder adds.

Since moving full-steam ahead into the world of pharma, CloudRaker’s 
team has helped a host of different players tackle evolving challenges in 
a marked departure from the more traditional pharmaceutical marketing 
of decades past.

“I hate selling,” says Calder. “But a lot of us can get pretty stoked 
about solving problems for people. For a lot of years, marketing and 
selling have gone from being the end goal. We’re in the business of 
helping connect brands and products and companies with people who 
can benefit from that… getting back to that purpose in marketing gives 
some meaning back to what we do.”

In that spirit, CloudRaker drills down into the why behind an audi-
ence’s what, enabling pharma giants to connect with patients and prac-

titioners differently. Case in point: 
their game-changing work around the 
Gardasil 9 vaccine for HPV dove deep 
to really understand what motivated 
each of their audience segments, and 
then tailor campaigns accordingly. 

For Gardasil, that meant leveraging 
their integrated, full-service agency 
capabilities to deliver multi-channel 
campaigns that moved the conver-
sation with women in their thirties 
away from preventing HPV, to one 
that resonated more strongly: what 
if you could prevent cancer with 
a vaccine? At the other end of the 
spectrum, CloudRaker developed 
an aligned, but distinct, campaign 
meant to encourage vaccination on 
campuses by emphasizing: you can’t 
swipe left on genital warts.

Both hinged on the fundamentals 
of human-centred design that connect 

We’re in the business of helping connect brands and 
products and companies with people who can benefit from 
that… getting back to that purpose in marketing gives some 
meaning back to what we do.”
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all of CloudRaker’s work: understand what’s motivating and relevant 
for each individual audience, design your approach accordingly, and 
make sure it’s meaningful.

Thuss says: “We want to continue partnering with clients that want to 
have that honest and candid conversation with their customers, and allow 
us to do what we do best — assessing the problem, digging deep into it, 
determining what those needs are, and trying to solve that problem.”

Looking forward in a market that’s changing 
day over day
This is an agency where account serving staff are instead called advisors; 
in which medical writers are also considered marketing strategists. There 
are no silos here. Everyone works collaboratively at best and highest use, to 
deliver valuable client experiences meant to set brands – and results – apart. 

While 2021 is still taking shape, Thuss and Calder see a wealth of 
opportunity hidden among ongoing disruption and the accelerated shift 
to digital within healthcare, and beyond. From building out integrated 
awareness campaigns to finding new ways to help patients, practitioners, 
and pharma connect virtually: use cases abound for design that’s as 
creative as it is digital. 

“I think we’ve all learned that this is the inflection point of a change 
that will remain,” says Calder. “We don’t know what it will look like, but 

it’s here to stay. We’ve teed up our way of working in this, we’ve being hiring, and we’re growing in this period.” 
Thuss echoes that vision, and remains laser-focused on guiding pharma clients in figuring out what people 

really want and need, and then addressing that in ways that work. Her bottom line? “We want to do right for 
our clients.” CPM
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